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The conference talks
George A. Baker, Jr.: Counter-Examples to the Baker-Gammel-Wills Conjecture and Patchwork
Convergence
Juan Jose´ Moreno Balca´zar: Smallest zeros of orthogonal polynomials: asymptotics
Hans-Peter Blatt: On the distribution of zeros of orthogonal polynomials
Cathy Bonan-Hamada: Stieltjes Continued Fractions and Special Functions, A Survey. Part II
Marcel G. de Bruin: (0,m) Pa´l-type interpolation: interchanging value- and derivative-nodes
Adhemar Bultheel: General Toeplitz matrices and the Takenaka-Malmquist basis
Adhemar Bultheel: Orthogonal rational functions on the real half line with poles in [N, 0]
Ruyman Cruz-Barroso: A Christoffel-Darboux formula and a Favard’s theorem for sequences of
orthogonal Laurent polynomials on the unit circle
Annie Cuyt: Shape reconstruction: yet another moment problem
Leyla Daruis: Positive Interpolatory Quadrature Formulas and Para-orthogonal Polynomials
Jesu´s Sa´nchez Dehesa: Towards an Information Theory of Special Functions and Orthogonal Polynomials
Thomas Ernst: Operational representations for the q-Laguerre and other q-polynomials
Walter Gautschi: The Hardy-Littlewood Function: An Exercise in Slowly Convergent Series
Pablo Gonzalez-Vera: Orthogonal Laurent Polynomials and Two-point Pade´ Approximants associated with
Dawson’s Integral
William B. Jones: Stieltjes Continued Fractions and Special Functions, A Survey
Andrea Laforgia: Some results on classical special functions
Andreas Lasarow: Solution of a Multiple Nevanlinna-Pick Problem via Orthogonal Rational Functions
Lisa Lorentzen: General convergence in quasi-normal families
James Mc Laughlin: q-Continued Fractions with Multiple Limits
Gradimir V. Milovanovic: Orthogonal Polynomials and Gaussian Quadrature Rules Related to Oscillatory
Weight Functions
Donatella Occorsio: Fourier Sums and Lagrange Interpolation for Markov-Sonin systems
Vigdis B. Petersen: Asymptotic Behaviour of Szego¨ Polynomials
Ragnhild J. Rensaa: Some observations on the Schwarzian derivative
Andreas Rufﬁng: Orthogonality of the q-discrete Hermite polynomials II
Juan Carlos Santos-Leo´n: Szego¨ polynomials and Szego¨ quadrature for the Feje´r kernel
Franciszek Hugon Szafraniec: Integral representation of Hessenberg matrices
Walter van Assche: Relativistic Toda lattice and Laurent orthogonal polynomials
Joris van Deun: The computation of orthogonal rational functions on an interval
Peter Vertesi: Orthogonal polynomials based on varying Jacobi-type weights
Haakon Waadeland: Monotonicity of CF-coefficients in Gauss-Fractions
Nancy J. Wyshinski: A convergence theorem for continued fractions of the form KNn¼1an=1
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